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Deserved success for Griphero
PEIMF member GripHero takes
silver in prestigious national
health and safety awards.
GripHero Ltd, the developer of the world’s
first fuel nozzle-mounted hand-protection
dispenser, has won silver at the prestigious
‘Tomorrow’s Health & Safety Awards 2019’.
These honour services and products that
have had the biggest impact on the health
and safety industry over the past year.
This is seen as an outstanding achievement
for the Devon-based business, which only
launched its revolutionary new forecourt
fuel pump dispenser and anti-static, fully
recyclable hand-protection in October last
year. Since then, GripHero has gone on to
introduce bright pink recycling bins and
the first oxo-biodegradable hand-protection
option for forecourts.
Global potential
The award recognises GripHero’s global
potential, and the fact that its dispensers
are changing the face of forecourts
throughout the UK and Ireland; protecting
the health and wellbeing of millions of
drivers up and down the country.

Sarah Robinson, Managing Editor for
Tomorrow’s Health & Safety commented:
“The Tomorrow’s Health & Safety Awards
celebrate the most innovative products and
services in the industry. As ever, we have
had an overwhelming response and
received thousands of votes. I’d like to offer
my congratulations to GripHero on being
placed second in these prestigious awards.”
Praised for its ingenious, yet simple
solution for protecting hands on the
forecourt, GripHero’s unique dispenser
ensures that hand-protection can be
found on each and every fuel pump
handle. Putting an end to foul smelling,
fuel impregnated hands, preventing
cross-contamination and the spread of
disease, illness and viruses such as flu.
Oli Yeo, Managing Director and designer
of GripHero, said:
“Winning silver at these prestigious awards
is a fantastic achievement for GripHero,
especially since the product was only rolled
out in October. For us, this recognition
highlights the positive impact of GripHero,
which not only helps drivers limit the
risk of coming into contact with dirty

What's on in 2019!

October

12th	Forecourt Trader Awards
London
19th	Forecourt & Fuel Roadshow
Westpoint Centre, Exeter
25th	PRA Business Breakout
Durham
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Oli added:
“Every day, GripHero is being installed in
more forecourts across the UK and Ireland,
taking a step towards creating a safer,
cleaner environment for the public.
Winning this award is a great achievement
and the start of an even brighter future
for GripHero.”
By placing dispensers on every fuel nozzle
handle, GripHero hopes to end the
all-too-common customer experience where
drivers struggle to find hand-protection,
due to empty or poorly located dispensers.
Its research shows that despite 75% of
people actively looking to keep their hands
clean, four out of five have trouble finding
hand-protection at garages and forecourts
up and down the country.
For more information about GripHero,
visit www.griphero.com
or call 01837 811035.

november

3rd

PRA Business Breakout,
Newmarket

10th

RMI Dinner, London

16th

Forecourt & Fuel Roadshow
Maldron Hotel, Belfast

september

or contaminated fuel handles on a daily
basis, but which also prevents the risk of
ignition in the refuelling zone. We use the
world’s first anti-static hand-protection
material in our dispensers.”

30th 	PRA Business Breakout
Inverness

7th	PRA Business Breakout
	Swansea
14th	Forecourt & Fuel Roadshow
	Cedar Court Hotel, Wakefield
21st	APEALive
	Arena MK, Milton Keynes
27th-	PEIMF & AGM,
29th
'WORKING TOGETHER' meeting
Derbyshire
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The true cost of an improper installation
Have you ever considered the cost of an improper installation?
What happens if there’s an issue once the concrete is
poured and the constructions crews have gone?

Project
owner's view

Consider the price tag associated with repairing JUST ONE improperly
installed line of pipework after the concrete has been poured.
Concrete Removal / Replacement €9,000
Backfill Removal / Replacement

€2,800

Replacement Product & Delivery

€2,800

Installation Labour

€5,500

Line Testing

€600

Lost Fuel Sales

€3,500

TOTAL1

€24,200

This example includes
the replacement of 1
line of pipe, fittings,
and entry boots, and
assumes 5 days of
work and lost fuel
sales on a single
product grade.

1

This estimate doesn’t even include lost convenience store traffic
or remediation if the soil became contaminated. Just one
improperly installed pipeline can cause significant unnecessary
expense and hassle.

Backfill and trenching Issues
Ensuring a solid foundation is just as
critical as installation of the product itself.
Improper backfilling or support can knock
lines out of place or damage fittings.

Common installation errors
There are three simple errors which are the
most common reason to dig up a forecourt
for repair.
Poor pipework installation
Bad joints and containment entries can
eventually turn into leaks. Buried under
concrete, leaks can go months or even
years without detection. Meanwhile, many
thousands of litres of fuel can be lost and
tons of soil can be contaminated. In less
dramatic scenarios, poor fittings can still
lead to leaks in the containment system.
This could result in failed inspections
and costly decontamination procedures
for liquid in containment spaces.
Improper wiring
Bad connections and damaged wires
can shut down an entire site.
Additionally, these issues can be hard to
locate under concrete and may waste
many hours of engineering time and
shut-downs before they are located.
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Introducing FFS PRO® Verify
FFS PRO® Verify is an online service that
provides remote installation quality
assurance. It connects project managers
to onsite installation work through mobile
and web applications, giving them access
to vital installation data anywhere and
anytime. Through the app, photos of
installation work are submitted by onsite
installers and reviewed for accuracy
remotely by Franklin Fueling Systems’
expert staff.
Accurate installation work is verified and
approved in real-time, with any installation
imperfections being identified, so
corrective actions can be taken right away.
Project managers are kept up-to-date with
an installation progress status as well as
emailed reports of the verified installation
work, complete with all photos.
Site supervisor's view

FFS PRO® Verify ensures safe, accurate,
and effective installation work has been
completed before the concrete is poured.
Loren Swalheim, Director of
Global Technical Services, Franklin
Fueling Systems:
“It is Franklin’s vision that FFS PRO®
Verify is going to become part of the
routine of forecourt installations. In the
very short time it has been released we
have already made voice of customer
changes to help Verify evolve to suit
international customers. Interest is very
strong in China and the development
team is already working on an in-progress
mandarin translation.
How can FFS PRO® Verify help?
It provides an additional layer of support
and oversight for installer teams who are
unable to attend live FFS PRO® University
training sessions. It builds on-the-job
installer competency that classroom
training alone can’t provide. It’s perfect
for ensuring your installation crew is
always improving.
Finally, FFS PRO® Verify provides a project
archive, storing the project details of every
completed site verification project. Project
managers can always access previously
downloaded completed checkpoint reports.
This ensures that project details are always
available should they be required for
ongoing maintenance work, making it
easier for technicians to locate and
identify components.
www.franklinfueling.com

Reliable expertise for
all your environmental
service needs.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tank and vessel cleaning
Interceptor cleaning
24 hour emergency spill response
Fuel uplift & transfers
Grade changes
Fuel recycling

•
•
•
•
•
•

High pressure jetting
Foam filling
Tank decommissioning and removal
Water filling and dewatering
Waste management
Forecourt maintenance

For more information about Ancorra Environmental Services

FS 597420

EMS 597423

OHS 599893

ancorraenvironmental.co.uk

0151 546 3012
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We lose a dear friend

Editor, David Honeyman reflects on some sad news
forecourt storage and solutions
The UK’s leading manufacturer of

Underground double
skinned fuel storage tanks
Trusted supplier to the industries oil companies,
supermarket retailers, independent / dealer operated
and motorway petrol filling stations.
Wefco tanks are constructed to the highest quality utilising
sophisticated semi-automated production line technology.
Professional painting and coating facilities and factory fitting
of components are all expertly controlled in-house.
Wefco (Gainsborough) Ltd.
Britannia Works, Station Approach, Gainsborough. Lincolnshire. DN21 2AU
Tel: 01427 611000 Enq: sales@wefco.co.uk Web: www.wefco.co.uk

The great man's
leaving do

In April, my predecessor as Insite Editor, and General Secretary of the PEIMF,
Frank Hare, sadly passed away. Frank had endured a period of illness and spent
the final few weeks of his life in St Michael’s hospice, Hereford.
Representatives from PEIMF attended his
funeral, and the following is an abridged
version of some words I provided, in
recognition of Frank’s legacy with us, which
were read out on the day.
Frank was my predecessor as General
Secretary of ‘The Petroleum Equipment
Installers and Maintenance Federation’
or P.E.I.M.F for short, and he was also
editor of our trade magazine – INSITE.
The federation helps represent the
interests of suppliers and contractors,
working on petrol stations, and has over
100 member companies.

I took over the reins about 5 years ago,
after Frank had guided the organisation
and developed our work for over 20 years,
so that we are now in the position of
influencing all the key decision-making
bodies. This followed a lengthy career with
suppliers in the industry.
Over this long period, Frank made many
lasting business relationships and, more
importantly, even more good friends.
I asked many of the more ‘senior’
members of the business for their
comments on Frank, and the same kind of
words kept cropping up:
‘Professional’ ‘Honourable’ ‘Decent’
‘Ethical’ ‘Great to work with’
But also, just as important
(and sentiments I totally agree with):
‘Irreverent’ ‘Sociable’ ‘Generous’
‘Hospitable’ ‘Great fun!’
And just a lovely man.
Though there was that one time!
We were watching an England match
in a west country hotel, when Frank
offered to knock the block off of an
Anglo-bashing Scotsman! Thankfully
peace was soon restored.
Left: Frank's first Insite cover
Below: Our personalised card to the family

He always seemed tremendously proud
of his roots in the north east. So when
I hear mention of ‘Hartlepool’ 3 things
spring to mind:
1) The famous ‘monkey hanging’ incident
during the Napoleonic wars
2) Hartlepool was the first place the
Germans attacked in World War 1
3) And Frank Hare famously supports
Hartlepool United. And It was really this
love for the beautiful game, which
dominated most of our conversations.
I’ve known Frank as a friend; client;
colleague; advisor and sometime confidant
for around 25 years. He meant a lot to us
at PEIMF and we’ll be honouring Frank’s
memory in a number of ways.
You will notice a little homage to him on
our front cover, which was originally
instigated and directed by Frank many
moons ago, which we’re delighted to
continue on every publication (it’s very
popular with readers).
Our long-term cartoonist, Brian Sage, told
me how Frank’s little stick man drawings,
illustrating how he wanted the picture to
look, always made him chuckle.
We will also be making a donation to
St Michael’s hospice, as was his wish,
and then annually we will make the
‘Frank Hare award’ of a donation to
charities, in his name.
There’s an old saying that they don’t make
‘em like that anymore. Well in Frankie’s
case, they never made many like ‘em in the
first place.
Our thoughts are very much with Chris and
the family and I’d like to thank his son
Matthew for his kind words and the
invitation for us to share our friendship and
respect for a dear old chum.
If you would like to make a donation to the
hospice, please go to;
https://www.st-michaels-hospice.org.uk/
donate/single-donation/
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Electric vehicles are coming!
At the recent Forecourt Show at the NEC, our PEIMF ‘Chair’ Michelle Machesney, Business Development Director of TSG,
wowed a ‘standing room-only’ audience of industry professionals, with her view on the developing electric vehicle charging market.
Our editor has asked Michelle to present this ‘idiot’s guide almost’ to our readers, as help. This will be the start of a regular item in
INSITE, where we take a look at the new developments in fuel and fuelling.
So over to Michelle:
The fuelling world as we have known it
for many, many years is changing.
Environmental concerns, alongside
legislation changes, are challenging us
to drive cleaner vehicles. This could be
hydrogen cars or LNG/CNG trucks, but one
of the real big step changes is the
introduction of electric vehicles (EV’s).
EV’s are not a fad; they are becoming an
increasing addition to our motoring
community and with ‘most’ major car
manufacturers now committing to
electrifying their offerings within in most
case the next 5-10 years, it is evident that
EV’s will form an increasing part of our
industry, albeit relatively small today.
Crystal ball – so where will people
charge their EV’s?
Well, today it’s not clear as to what this will
look like in 10 years’ time. Will charging
happen at home, workplace, destination
or en route? I think it would be safe to say
that all these charging options will be
required in the future, but some will have
a bigger requirement than others.
When is a good time to start looking at or
investing in EV charging solutions?
Most definitely now! EV’s are here and
customers need EV charging…now!
So a few things to know when considering
en route EV charging
DC charging
Land: Is there sufficient space to install
chargers? They are quite large, and if being
installed on a service station
forecourt, will have to be
positioned outside the hazardous
area zones.

Incoming supply: Is there sufficient
incoming power available? DC EV Chargers
require a certain amount of power to be
available, depending on the size of charger
being installed. If this incoming power is
not available, an application will have to be
made to the local District Network Operator
(DNO) to see if additional power can be
supplied. It would be prudent to note that a
new supply can cost as much as the EV
chargers themselves.
Cost: Know the costs and put together a
budget and business case. There are many
companies offering various types of EV
charging hardware, installation services
and owning/operating options. Look into
all the options and see which would work
best for you in the long term and think how
adding EV charging can add value to your
customers and business because, as
previously stated, EV’s are here to stay.
Knowledge: Who to ask for advice? There
are lots of government guidance and
information documents that can help
increase knowledge.
The London Fire Brigade have also
compiled a guidance document for
those looking to add EV chargers to their
existing forecourts.
Join a few EV forums. This will give you a
real insight into EV owners and what their
feedback is on the current EV network;
both good and bad.
Ask the experts: Speak to companies
already supplying, installing and
maintaining EV chargers.

Other things for consideration
• Energy storage
• Include EV charging into any up-coming
development plans
• Energy generation – solar, wind
Add value
EV charging today is not as quick as
traditional fuelling; even with rapid
chargers, so EV drivers are more likely to
look for, and attend, locations that have
one, or all, of the following services:
Good convenience offering: It is proven
that consumer spend increases when
there is a good choice, the site is well
presented, good marketing and offers.
EV drivers have nowhere to go for at least
30 minutes, and very few will not make a
purchase during this period.
Good coffee offering: The world loves
coffee, and EV drivers charging their cars
for 30 minutes will love it more!
Free Wi-Fi: Whether it is work emails,
Facebook, Twitter or just surfing the
internet, people cannot live without a
Wi-Fi connection for very long.
Clean toilet facilities: May seem obvious,
but with all that coffee, these are an
absolute must.
And now the briefest of sales pitches!!
TSG is passionate about our industry;
an industry which is changing. We work
hard to embrace these changes, and to
offer the very best solutions to all; from a
singleton dealer to a major group. TSG will
support all the fuelling solutions of today
and the future.
evsales.uk@tsg-solutions.com
www.tsg-solutions.com/uk
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In the frame
We welcome Andy West,
owner of FIS Ltd and
Fuel Storage Systems Ltd
Andy, tell us about your present role and
how long you’ve held it
I formed Forecourt Installation Services
just over 7 years ago, and the business
has just recently been re-branded as FIS
Ltd. My role has developed over this period;
originally working alone, fully out on site for
the first 3 years, through to the present
time with 9 employees. I now oversee all
aspects of the company’s operations.
How come you’re in the industry?
My first involvement within the industry
came in 1998, where I was placed from
school into work experience with
Camerons, where my father Dennis West
was the Northern installation manager at
the time. I spent two weeks in the internal
workshop, where the refurbishment of
retail fuel pumps was undertaken.

Your career to date
From leaving school,
my first full time job
in the industry was
with Camerons and
from there I have had
various roles over
20+ years: with TLM,
Westfield, Harden
Pumps and Eurotank
before forming Forecourt
Installation Services.
Be honest - Which role have you
enjoyed most?
Forming the company from nothing
and seeing it grow and develop has
been very rewarding.

What do you feel have been your biggest
achievements (modesty allowed!)
Being nominated (and winning) an APEA
award for best installation has been our
biggest achievement to date.
Where do you see yourself in say, 10 years?
I don’t make targets, but hopefully to
eventually reach a place where I can be a
little less involved with the day to day
running of the company, and spending a lot
more time with the family.
How do you spend your spare time?
Quality time with the family, and my main
interests outside work are football and boxing.

Need an SPA Petrol Safety Passport?

What have been the most significant
changes in the industry during your time?
As an installation engineer by trade;
the improvement in chamber and
containment systems and the development
in piping systems.
What do you think the future holds for
the industry?
It’s inevitable that there will be a
move towards alternative fuel and
EV in coming years.
And are you preparing for it?
Yes
It’s traditional to ask for an epitaph, or,
“my philosophy of life is….” – or whatever
you feel
Take care of your employees,
and they will take care of your business
(Richard Branson).

We run 2-day courses and
the 1-day renewals every week at our
centres near Manchester and Liverpool.
(We are also happy to train at your facility as well!)

(At our centres there is lots
of free parking and lunch/
refreshments are included.)

For a full course list, locations and prices go to: http://gsstraining.co.uk/course/petrol-training/
0161 926 9510
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Contact us:

enquiries@gsstraining.co.uk

www.gsstraining.co.uk
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PEIMF update

PEIMF update

A fantastic new
FREE member benefit
Our brand new PEIMF partnership with
Hampshire Trading Standards

Our new Primary Authority Partnership* allows members to receive
assured advice on all aspects of the industry, and reduce the risk
of contravening legislation: FREE OF CHARGE.
PEIMF membership is now even more beneficial.

Sign up now!

Benefits
• FREE access to specialist, authoritative advice
• Compliance arrangements
• Meet all regulations

Technical
Officer's report

Petroleum Enforcement Liaison
Group (PELG)

Member companies need to ‘opt-in’ to benefit.

The Health & Safety Executive (HSE)

Hampshire Trading Standards exercise the statutory responsibility for the operations
of a primary authority partnership on behalf of the Secretary of State.

The five yearly review of the ‘Petroleum
(consolidation) regulations 2014’ is
underway and 80% of responses to the
survey have been from enforcers. The
overriding view was of confusion for PEA’s
regarding the application of DSEAR,
because of the change for PEA’s from
prescriptive requirements under the
licensing regime to goal setting, risk
assessment and control measures under

• All advice is published – for the benefit of all members

PEIMF members will be contacted by email,
but please feel free to opt-in in advance, by contacting
David Honeyman at david@peimf.com to express your
enthusiasm. Or call 01474 321999
*Co-ordinated Primary Authority Partnership
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• Trade press
• Website traffic
• Social media

INSITE
Insite’s carefully targeted circulation of 1500 key
professionals provides comprehensive coverage
of the diverse petroleum industry.

Guidance on storage and dispensing of
AdBlue is still going through the
consultation process.

Our membership of the partnership scheme includes a period
of annual consultation time – spread across the whole membership.
There may be a cost, should additional time be required to resolve
a situation.

• Gain respect from enforcers

Across 3 key platforms:

The revised ‘Code of safe Practice for
Contractors and Retailers Managing
Contractors’ has been through its final
stakeholder approval and is now ready
for publication. Members are encouraged
to obtain copies as a foundation for
PEIMF standards of work.

The HM3 tank Calibration guidance
section 7 (underground storage
tanks) is up for review and the task
for reviewing the document is out
for tender.

PEIMF update

The PEIMF’s new,
modern marketing mix

Energy Institute Service Station
Panel (EISSP)

Mobile Refuelling :
HSE are looking at the application of the
‘Petroleum Consolidation Regulations’ to
mobile refuelling with legal advisors. The
initial view was that vehicles would not
be deemed tankers and therefore the
prohibition in regulation 21 would not
apply. There is additional complexity,
in as much as the operation would be
deemed ‘peripatetic’ (travelling around)
falling within the remit of HSE, who will
share predictive risk assessment work
on this with PELG when available.

• Protect yourselves and your customers

PEIMF update

DSEAR. The enforcers perceived a
lowering of safety standards, but no
evidence of this was provided.
The outcome will be made public by
October. Respondents were recently
invited workshop to discuss this.

BSI Technical Committee PTI/2
The committee has been deeply engaged
with implementing the new labelling
requirements, which has entailed
changes to EN 228 and EN590. Since
the regulations were published, the labels
for petrol includes the word ‘Petrol’ and
diesel simply includes the word ‘Diesel’.

Department for Transport
An industry sub group has been
discussing a publicity campaign
introducing the new fuel labels. DfT had
decided to delay the introduction and
miss the original compliance deadline,
risking legal proceedings. This decision
was taken following a growing concern
that we could not meet the deadline,
and in the knowledge that other
member states were also going to
delay the introduction.
Dft is now propose to provide a further
consultation document. This will leave
12 weeks for responses by the end of
year. Regulations should come into
force by the end of 2020.

Book four insertions in INSITE and receive
a 5th bonus one FREE OF CHARGE,
within the next 12 months.

But this new, modern marketing mix is so much more than
‘just’ advertising in trade press.

The web
Improving your online presence is vital in a
modern marketing mix. Book your series of
half page ads (or larger) in INSITE and
benefit from 12 months’ free advertising on
www.peimf.uk, linking back and driving
traffic to your website.

Social media
Help us create a company profile for you;
to be posted on Linkedin to over
10,000 industry professionals

Advertising rates
1 insertion 5 insertions*
Whole page:

£620

£2170

Half page

£310

£1085

Quarter page

£155

£545

*Including free bonus advertisement.

To take advantage of this amazing marketing offer please contact
David Honeyman: 01474 321999 or david@peimf.com

www.peimf.uk
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The next generation from TSG
TSG are pleased to announce the launch
of the new Tokheim Quantium™ 510M
fuel dispenser series, available now!

The Quantium 510M range is the next
generation of the acclaimed Quantium fuel
dispenser family, introducing more models,
with many new features.
This family is led by the Quantium 510M
FHR, with full hose retraction, which builds
on the same look and feel of today’s
Quantium 510, but with the added benefit
of an enriched dispenser head. This new
head will be standard across the range
and allow customers to easily upgrade
from the typical LCD display to a VGA
media display, by simply changing the
screen and the door.

Building on success
In addition, the series also comprises
the Quantium 510M SHR, with semi
hose retraction, featuring innovative
modifications such as double bump piping,
to dramatically increase maintainability.
This model provides an excellent cost
option and ensures that customers have
a much wider choice when it comes to
modernising their forecourts.

The Tokheim Quantium™ 510 fuel
dispenser range sets the standard for
industry-recognised quality and
unsurpassed versatility. The family builds
on the solid foundation and reputation of
its predecessor, adding a new line with new
features, whilst staying true to what made
the original impressive quality. With four,
industry-leading models, the Quantium
510M is the perfect example of
engineering excellence.
Built with field-proven, high-quality
components, each model in the
Quantium 510M range delivers lower TCO,
greater future-proofing, and improved
maintainability. This unique combination
of Tokheim history, engineering, innovation,
and quality makes any Quantium 510M
dispenser a sound investment for many
years to come. Modular, reliable, safe and
secure, you can be sure you are investing
in a dispenser built to last.

Bespoke service
Because no two forecourts are the same,
the new Quantium 510M range has been
made with modularity as an integral part of
the design. Whatever the set-up of your
forecourt, the product is designed to meet
your needs. Enhanced, and easy-fit
modular packages, put you in charge of
building a completely bespoke model that’s
perfect for your forecourt. This dispenser
gives you the freedom to choose the right
level of functionality and deliver a firstclass service to your customers. You are in
the driving seat. You are the architect.

KEY SPECIFICATIONS:
• Grades: 1-5
• Nozzles: 1-10
• Flow rate: 40-130LPM / 40/80 dual
speed
• Full Hose retraction
• Semi hose retraction
• Lane dispenser orientation (single or
double sided)
• Open loop, self-calibrating vapour
recover system
• Automatic temperature compensation
• AdBlue configurations
• LPG configurations
• Plus a full range of optional features.
To find out more about the Quantium 510M
dispenser range and how TSG can help to
update and grow your forecourt business,
contact our knowledgeable sales team on:
01162 437 476 or email:
sales.uk@tsg-solutions.com
Likewise, you can find out more about the
full TSG suite of products and services by
visiting: www.tsg-solutions.com/uk

Diesel
Petrol
AvGas
Bio-Deisel

Zeon Range

AdBlue®

C-Series Range
MID

Retail & Commercial Pumps

Come rain, sand or snow, Pumptronics pumps are built to last in the toughest
environments. For 35 years our hand-built pumps have refuelled millions of
vehicles from the arctic circle to the deserts of Africa.
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T: 01692 500640
E: sales@pumptronics.co.uk
W: www.pumptronics.co.uk
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3 ways for data insight to increase profitability!
1 Blend the fuel in your tanks

2 Be flexible!

Do you use your last delivery price or
replacement cost to work out their current
cost of fuel and their margins?

It’s easy to say “Sit 2p above the local low
priced competitor today”, but are you really
optimising your profits this way?

If you weight and blend the fuel in your
tanks before making a pricing decision, you
will have a more accurate margin and know
whether you can follow that competitor
down or need to move up to hit targets.

Getting carried away with volume OR
margin can have negative impacts on your
sites. It’s important to know your blended
cost and use that to either win more
customers or maintain margins to hit the
gross profit you need to run your sites.

You can do this on Excel and get a good idea
of the impact of your old fuel. Of course, if
you want super accurate and super live,
EdgePetrol can also do this for you!

Furthermore, different days have different
characteristics. How does your weekend
customer respond to price variables?

We have seen customers who reduced
pricing at the weekends, and this gave
them an overall volume lift of 20%.
Your site will be unique, but nobody knows
it better than you. Is there money being left
on the table?

3 Buy smarter
Where is the oil price heading this week?
How will this affect the daily and weekly
Platts quote?
You may be able to hold on for a better
price or save money by ordering now. The
likes of Big Oil (owned and trusted by the
PRA and its members) provide you with
daily quotes and weekly averages.
Single sites can save up to £1,000 a
month by ordering at the right time. Having
more cost-effective fuel can also allow you
to be more flexible (see above).

Insight, not data
Data is just numbers and you can get too
bogged down in the detail if you don’t
choose the most important ones, and use
them at the right time. Look for insights in
your data, patterns and trends that are
showing you how to make the next move.
And if you want to talk it through,
make sure you get in touch!
For more information visit:
edgepetrol.com or contact the team on:
hello@edgepetrol.com / 0203 865 8689

Celtech Software Group joins the HTEC family
Universe Group plc, the parent company of HTEC Ltd, a leading developer and supplier of point of sale, payment and
loyalty systems, is pleased to announce that Celtech Software Group (“Celtech”) has combined with Universe.
Celtech is a developer of retail and
wholesale management solutions (“RMS”)
based in Dublin. Its ab-initio software
product is a class-leading, cloud-based
RMS. It offers large, multi-site operators a
uniquely powerful modular suite operating
in real-time, and allowing them to control
all aspects of their business with full
reporting, insights and analytics. As such,
it meets the needs of Universe’s larger
customers and broadens the group’s
customer base in the UK and Ireland with
additional high-profile retailers.
Approximately 14,000 users log into
ab-initio every day to manage their retail
and wholesale businesses and the
platform has successfully processed
over 38 billion transactions since its
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deployment. Customers include Bestway,
One Stop and various co-ops across the UK.
Jeremy Lewis, Chief Executive of
Universe commented:
“We are delighted with this transaction,
as Celtech is a class-leading developer
of cloud-based retail and wholesale
management solutions. The deal allows
Universe to offer the very latest in RMS
technologies to existing and new
customers and extends the group’s
product offering into wholesaling and new
geographies, such as Ireland.”
Darragh Fanning, Celtech founder
and MD, said:
“We have a market-leading software
solution for retail and wholesale evidenced

by the breadth and quality of our
customer base. This transaction with
Universe broadens and strengthens our
product and service offering for our existing
customers, especially in fuel, payments,
infrastructure and support services

“turnkey solutions for your business”
• Services
• Tokheim Dispensers
• FM
• Tank Maintenance
• Construction
• Small Works
• Payment Solutions

• POS/BOS
• CCTV
• EV Charging Solutions
• Karcher Vehicle Valeting
• Tank Gauges
• Media
• Payment

About HTEC:
HTEC Ltd, a member of Universe Group plc,
provides some of the world’s leading
retailers with point of sale, payment and
loyalty solutions. With almost 40 years’
experience in the industry, its software is
designed with the forecourt and
convenience market in mind. Processing
over 2.5 million loyalty transactions across
five countries per day.
www.htec.co.uk

+44 (0) 1162 437 476

Email: sales.uk@tokheimsolutions.uk
Visit: www.tsg-solutions.com/uk
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The Triscan Group launch new services
to celebrate a year of growth!
The Triscan Group, the UK’s largest
manufacturer and supplier of fuel
management systems, have launched
a new website which showcases
a wide range of new service and
maintenance packages.
The launch comes after a rapid growth
period for the group, who acquired
Timeplan Fuel Solutions in May 2018;
creating a further increase in their already
extensive customer base.
In line with this growth, The Triscan Group
headquarters have been fully renovated
allowing a more successful manufacturing
process for the in-house production and
development teams.
The team at Triscan is also on the increase
with several new staff members being
welcomed into the sales, marketing and
engineering teams.
Andrea Whittaker, Managing Director for
the group said:
“We strive to continually improve every
aspect of our business and this includes
both our on and offline presence. This
continued growth keeps The Triscan Group
one-step ahead in the fuel management
industry and allows us to continuously

offer an advanced and competitive
solution to a wider variety of customers.’’
After being in the pipeline for the past few
months, the arrival of the new sites will
bring a wider, industry-relevant, news and
content offering as well as user-friendly
navigation. The new service packages will
also be on display offering a wide variety of
product support packages including ad hoc
repairs, tank services and electrical
installations.
www.triscansystems.com

Dover fueling solutions’ wetstock management
service : what the customers say
Tristan King is managing director of
King Family Stores, who own Castelle
Service Station, a 24-nozzle JET/SPAR
dual-branded forecourt and 950sq feet
convenience store on the outskirts of
Warsop, Nottinghamshire.
“We took over the site in December 2016
and appointed wetstock management
provider, Fairbanks, part of Dover Fueling
Solutions (DFS). Although we own four
other convenience stores, this was our first
venture into fuel retailing and we had been
advised by quite a few other forecourt
retailers, that appointing a wetstock
management company was the way to go.
“It’s given us peace of mind knowing
that such a high-risk product is managed
properly, and that if anything goes wrong,
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we will be notified almost immediately.
We take comfort in knowing that we are
dispensing correctly, that there are no
leaks and that we are making the margins
we should be making. From a health and
safety perspective, we’re dotting the i’s
and crossing the t’s.
“As Fairbanks is constantly analysing
our wetstock, if ever there is a difference
in the figures, we provide them and the
information their technology is capturing
it’s picked up immediately. They would,
for example, pick up on a pump that is
dispensing more or less than it should.
When you make such small margins
on fuel, you can soon lose a lot of
money if you aren’t dispensing the
right amount”.

Tristan King

Contact Tim Firkins, Business Development
Manager at tim.firkins@doverfs.com
www.doverfuelingsolutions.com
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Wayne Helix dispensing range
Petroassist UK are suppliers of the Wayne Helix range of retail
pumps and dispensers to suit any customer requirement.
Here they present a comprehensive round-up of what’s available.
All models are available with options for ATC, Stage 2 vapour recovery
with monitoring, media, outdoor payment, flow rate choices of 40,70 and
120 lpm. Plus additional options for integrated AdBlue, LPG & CNG fuel
grades giving complete flexibility and choice for the end user.

COMPLETE SOLUTION PROVIDER

Our service division offer a turnkey package of
services for supply, installation and ongoing
maintenance of your entire fuel installation or
individual elements:

C

M

Y

All Wayne Helix Models are manufactured from highly corrosion-resistant
materials. Manufacturing techniques include fully galvanised internal
framework and exterior panels.

CM

Fuel Management Systems
Fuel Pumps
Tank Gauging
Fuel Tanks

MY

CY

Helix also has the advantage of xFlo metering, which is the Wayne
propriety screw meter technology giving exceptional low meter drift
over time; eliminating the need for regular measure checks and
expensive meter cut backs.

CMY

K

Wayne Helix 5000

Wayne xFlo Meter
The Wayne Helix 6000 can be supplied as a stand-alone one,
two or four hose dispenser with the option of both AdBlue
light vehicle and heavy vehicle nozzles on each side of
the dispenser.

CALL TODAY ON

0144 221 9733

to discuss how we
can help your business.

Wayne Helix 6000
AdBlue dispenser

www.petrotec.uk

Helix 6000 AdBlue Dispenser
Additionally, the Helix 6000 can be
supplied as a B2B combi option,
with the AdBlue as part of a single
integrated unit alongside the
standard fuel grades.

Now part of the Tokheim Services Group

www.petroassist.uk

Wayne Helix 6000

The single source fleet solution for:
xFlo Meter

Wayne Helix 1000

Helix 6000 B2B
pump & AdBlue
dispenser with
HV & LV nozzles

High accuracy tank gauging systems

Below & above ground fuel storage tanks

Pumps for diesel, gas-oil, petrol,
adblue and oil

New generation Internet-based fuel
management systems

Project management & complete
installation services

Nationwide engineer network delivering
services & maintenance

For more information call

01226 742441

Email: sales@cameronforecourt.co.uk Visit our website www.cameronforecourt.co.uk

Buy our products online at

www.fuellingequipmentshop.co.uk

Latest news at www.fuellingmatters.co.uk # F U E L L I N G F O R W A R D
Cameron Forecourt Limited Chambers Road, Platts Common Industrial Estate, Hoyland, Barnsley, S74 9SE
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FuelQuip overhaul council refuelling facilities

D E L I V E R I N G I N N OVAT I O N TO T H E F O R E CO U R T I N D U ST RY

The problem:
Increased government pressure has led to
councils having to make serious budget
decisions. As a result, Preston City Council
decided to look at alternative methods for
refuelling their fleet of nearly 200 vehicles
and plant.
The fleet originally fuelled off site.
This was inefficient and lengthy waits were
experienced; so this was addressed in
order to make improvements.
Another major concern was that the
council was charged a premium by the
depot for this inefficient service. Drastic
action was urgently required to ensure they
operated in the most economic and
financially viable manner.

The answer:
FuelQuip have been providing advanced
and reliable refuelling solutions to some of
the largest fleets in Britain for 17 years,
and so Preston C.C approached them.
Preliminary inspection confirmed an
underground diesel storage tank and a
disused pump. The fuel island was covered
with a canopy and had an obsolete fuel
management system. The facilities were no
longer compliant with the latest legislation
or viable enough to try and repair.

The plan:
Decommission equipment, dismantle
canopy and redesign yard to accommodate
a new refuelling station.
Steve Preston, Managing Director:
“FuelQuip are in a fantastic position,
whereby we can provide simple and basic
set-up installations through to total turnkey

packages of any sized project and
complexity. We offer consultancy and
advice along every step of the way to
ensure complete customer satisfaction.
We worked closely with Preston City
Council to ensure they received the best
solution for their operation.”

The installation:
Situated on a new 6” re-enforced concrete
base, the installation consisted of a brand
new fully enclosed steel bunded fuel
storage tank, with dual compartments to
hold 55,000 litres of diesel and 5,000 litres
of Gas oil. The custom-made unit, painted in
matching blue livery, came with two
dispensing cabinets and a fill point cabinet,
all complete with lockable roller shutter
security doors and automatic lighting.
Two x FQHLB electronic tank level gauges
with high/low/bund alarms were fitted
inside the fill point cabinet to prevent
overfill, as well as to sound a warning alert.
If contents level becomes critically low, the
FQHLB electronic tank gauge sounds an
on-site alarm, and is coupled to the
FuelQuip fuel management system which
sends out alerts to management via SMS.
The unit was completed with a FuelQuip
Premium Integral fuel pump, which

combines a fuel management system
with a high speed fuel dispenser, one x
FuelQuip Zeon pump to dispense Gasoil
and an AdBlue dispenser.
A new 2,500 litre bunded plastic AdBlue
tank was also installed, with an AdBlue
dispenser and a FuelQuip Premium
Integral fuel pump management system.
This allows refuelling of the entire fleet
with minimum disruption, as vehicles with
fill caps on different sides can now access
fuel smoothly and seamlessly on the new
one way system.

Working with clients to deliver bespoke and off-the-shelf solutions for pump manufacturers and
installers, STA is also a one-stop-shop for all those small items needed in everyday forecourt life

STA
Technical

STA Technical Ltd | Unit H2 | Base Business Park
Rendlesham | Suffolk | IP12 2TZ
02 03 0 0 4 93 2 6 | s a l e s @ st a te c h n i c a l .co m
www. st a te c h n i c a l .co m

The results:
By upgrading Preston C.C’s yard, the onsite
refuelling facilities now comply with all the
latest legislations. Relocating the fuelling
process to be conducted onsite and
redesigning the yard to be more streamlined
has instantly improved traffic flow.
The fleet’s fuel usage is monitored
in-house easily and accurately via the
web-based fuel management software.
The FuelQuip Fuel Management software
is a very powerful programme, with even
the most basic, entry level software
package managing up to 3000 vehicle
and 3,000 drivers.

New for Spring 2019

hand‐protection

Same brilliant dispenser
New eco‐friendly hand‐protection

The user-friendly layout includes lots of
unique timesaving attributes to help the
council identify where further savings could
be made. They can now run reports to
identify which vehicles are under
performing, or if any driver habits need to
be addressed.
Overall, whilst the council have the initial
outlay of the equipment, the savings to be
made from upgrading will be huge. Within
a few years, the investment will have
completely paid for itself, in comparison to
the ongoing cost of charges incurred from
fuelling offsite at the bus depot.

in safe hands

18ATEX0328

info@griphero.com

+44 (0)1837 811035

.COM

www.fuelquip.net
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‘Jigsaw’ fuel management software : update
The team at Cameron Forecourt are
renowned for being at the forefront of fuel
management technology, and the latest
software updates are helping propel them
into the future.
Camerons have been maintaining the
market leading Jigsaw fuel management
systems for over 10 years spanning fuelling
operations in aggregate, rail, marina,
aviation, road haulage, bus, coach and road
fleet including emergency service vehicles.
With thousands of satisfied customers,
operating the largest fleets in the UK,
it’s important to them they continue to add
value and functionality to the equipment
and services provided.

feel the difference

ZVA Slimline 2 + ZVA Slimline 2 Gr

There are many enhancements, some
behind the scenes and some more obvious
to the user, but they are all available to the
thousands of existing fuel management
users worldwide at no extra charge. Several
of the enhancements have been made at
the request of end users and we encourage
users to get in touch to suggest projects for
the next update.
As an example, ‘EasyFuel’ customers
requested the ability to allow the user to
change the nozzle pack ID through the web
service; this function has been added.
Another user asked that they add a fuel
grade filter on the transaction editor. That
has also been added in this update.
Improved vehicle analysis
Amongst many enhancements, one of the
most impressive is the improvement to
vehicle analysis, which now has a second

tab showing vehicle analysis tiles; the most
useful of which allows the user to correct
bad mileages entered onto the system. The
user can use the swarm graph to quickly
monitor the entire fleet for poor MPG
performance. and any vehicles showing
odd MPG'S can be selected with the click of
a mouse and their details will be shown.
The system will then quickly identify which

mileages should be changed and even
suggests what value the driver SHOULD
have entered. This function is unique to the
Jigsaw system.
In addition to these enhancements, we
have responded to the customer demand
of a new Accounts Package. This is a major
addition for sites that want to bill for fuel
used such as marinas and airports. The
system can now generate a complete VAT
invoice, with all the sellers and buyers
company details on them. This addition is
optional however and only holds a very
small annual fee of £50.
So, if you are one of the thousands of
existing customers using fuel management
maintained by Cameron Forecourt,
you can rest assured the creators of this
innovative technology will listen to you
and ensure this fuel management
system remains dynamic, and evolves
to meet the demands of modern-day
commercial refuelling.
www.cameronforecourt.co.uk
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http://configurator.elaflex.de
Now for all Elaflex nozzles!

elAfleX hiBY tanktechnik Gmbh & co. KG
Schnackenburgallee 121
22525 hamburg / Germany

elAfleX ltd.
riverside house, Plumpton road
hoddesdon, herts en11 OPA, U.K.

Phone
fax
e-mail
internet

Phone
fax
e-mail
internet

+49 (040) 540 00 50
+49 (040) 540 00 567
info@elaflex.de
www.elaflex.de

+44 (0) 1992 /45 29 50
+44 (0) 1992 /45 29 11
sales@elaflex.co.uk
www.elaflex.co.uk
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PEIMF lead the way on AdBlue® guidance
What is AUS32 (AdBlue®)

• Spill response measurers

AdBlue is a registered trademark of the
Verband der Automobilindustrie e.V. (VDA).
(www.vda.de) for AUS32 (Aqueous Urea
Solution 32%), it is also often referred
to as ERS (Emission Reduction Solution),
ARLA32 or DEF (Diesel Exhaust Fluid).

• Prevention of significant loss

®

The Energy Institute are currently
compiling a guidance document to cover
the use of AdBlue®. The PEIMF have been
heavily influential in putting this document
together. One of our committee members,
Robin Futcher from Commercial Fuel
Solutions, plus Adam Ruck of Yara have
taken lead roles in establishing this
important document.

Guidance on AUS32
(AdBlue® Urea-SCR)
The scope of the project was to
provide guidance on the correct and
safe handling of AUS 32 (AdBlue®) in a
PFS/retail environment. It addresses the
differences between HGV (HV) and light
commercial vehicle / passenger car (LV)
applications and provides the basis for
correct equipment selection, storage
and dispensing.

Specialist insurance

Paying for Protection?

The guidance document continues to cover
all key aspects of usage:
• Emission standards
• Regulation
• Handling guidance

Then buy the best.

• Type approval
• Explosion type approval
• Weights measures and accuracy
• Inspection

• Waste product

• Environmental risk management

We'll keep you posted with progress.

Many have something – Nupi has it all!

Diesel exhaust fluid (DEF), known under
the brand name of AdBlue®, is produced
from a chemical called urea, a synthetic
product created from natural gas and
dissolved in pure water. It destroys harmful
pollutants in the exhaust gases of diesel
systems. AdBlue® is stored in a separate
tank, located in the vehicle near the diesel
tank, and is not added to the diesel.

reacting AdBlue® with the harmful

FREE
insurance
healthcheck
call now!

RIS-SHEAR-ADBLUE-MK2 from
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• Shelf life

• Public awareness and safety information

or SCR. SCR systems work by

• Exclusive Insurers available

204 Parrock Street, Gravesend, Kent DA12 1EW
Email: sales@jackamaninsurance.co.uk
Tel: 01474 557427 • www.jackamaninsurance.co.uk

• Cleanliness of materials

• Maintenance

What is AdBlue®

and regulated by the Finance Conduct Authority.

• Applicable standards

• Exposure limits

• Competitive premium levels

Jackaman Ins Services Ltd is authorised

• Material compatibility

• Testing

• Targeted policies to suit your needs

• Precise professional service

• Avoiding contamination

• First aid measures

PEIMF member Nupi Industrie Italien S.p.A (Nupi)
present their piping system for AdBlue®.

• Specialist package arrangements

• Importance of quality

Piping system for use with
AdBlue®/DEF

Jackaman Ins Services Ltd provides versatile and
specialist insurance products for most commercial clients.
• Extensive knowledge of the Hazardous Trade sector

• Dispensers

SMARTFLEX UREA

provides insurance solutions for an entire
spectrum of commercial clients.

• Over 40 years’ experience in the insurance industry

All AdBlue® installations fall within the
scope of the sites DSEAR risk assessment,
irrespective of whether they fall within the
Hazardous Area Zones.

• Pipework

Why is AdBlue® used?

There is no escape!!!

AdBlue is used in an advanced pollution
control technology installed in the exhaust
system called selective catalytic reduction
®

NOx gases in the exhaust to form
harmless water and nitrogen.
SMARTFLEX UREA (TSMAUREA)
specifically for the conveyance of UREA
(AUS32/ DIN70070).
Smartflex UREA is currently available in our
UK stock in the following sizes: 32mm,
50mm, 63mm, 90mm both in single and
double wall version. Our AdBlue® system is
a full package including not just the pipe,
but also a vast range of components such
as high grade AISI 316 stainless steel

fittings, various adapters and
fittings, flex connectors, sumps and
penetration fittings.
Our AdBlue® system is covered with
a 30 year warranty and it has a design
life of 50 years.
For further information please contact
Ms Maja Stirrat, European Sales Manager
at; maja.stirrat@nupinet.com or visit
www.nupiindustrieitaliane.com
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Passenger car AdBlue dispensers
and why forecourts should invest in them
PEIMF member Commercial Fuel
Solutions are specialists in the
design, development, manufacture
and distribution of fuel storage
and transfer systems. They’ve
been supplying AdBlue products
since 2007 and have developed
a very interesting opportunity for
forecourt operators. They outline
here an overview of the market
and how their service fits the bill.
AdBlue needs no introduction; having been
used in the UK, initially in the HGV and
coach/bus market, since 2006. Its recent
and increasing introduction into the
passenger car and LCV market has not
encouraged investment by forecourt
operators, largely due to fears over the
future of diesel technology, and therefore
return on investment in the product.

AdBlue gauging solutions
OLE offer a range of gauging solutions for aviation fuel storage tanks.
The entry level Z2000 unit is great for rectangular and round cylindrical
tanks with or without dished ends. These units can be set-up using front
panel settings. They include high level alarms, and optional bund alarms.
The Display unit needs to be in a Zone 2 area. These units have the option
of mains or 24 vdc power as standard.
For nonlinear tanks they offer our higher specification Z5020 series,
which can be used for any shape of tank. These units can be set up
with simple configuration software, by connecting an interface cable
and laptop. They include high level alarms, and optional bund alarms.
The display unit needs to be in a Zone 2 area. These units also have
the option of mains or 24 vdc power as standard.
The principle of operation in these standard gauges is hydrostatic
level measurement. The advantage this has over
float technologies is that the effects of
temperature are negligible and always corrected
for 15 degrees C.
These gauges are installed on fixed and
mobile tanks/bowsers all over the world in local,
commercial and international airports.
www.oleuk.com
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What many people don’t realise, is that
things are nowhere near as bad as they
seem. There are still major commercial
opportunities for those willing to invest in
AdBlue dispensers for passenger car
customers. Here are a few facts:
• The phasing out of hydrocarbon-based
fuels (petrol and diesel) is not mandatory
until 2050; with the first deadline - for
cars powered exclusively by petrol or
diesel - not until 2040.
• Sales of diesel vehicles are not slowing
down anywhere near as much as it was.
To the end of April, just over 238,000
new diesel cars were registered in 2019.
This is against a backdrop of falling car
sales in general. Most of those diesel
vehicles registered will use AdBlue.
• AdBlue usage in cars has increased
dramatically since Euro 6 part 2 became
effective, and cars had to meet
emissions standards in normal driving
conditions. The UK market, based on
current trends in vehicle sales, will be up
to 100 million litres per annum by 2022.
• Main dealers still maintain a very high
market share on AdBlue supply into the
passenger car market, mainly due to
lack of education on the part of end users.
• Small pack sales are increasing
exponentially, much of which is down to
car users requiring emergency top ups.

Short-term ROI
In summary, AdBlue is an investment
opportunity with a 15+ year life, few
competitors, a product that people are
required by law to use, 800,000 potential
new customers per annum, with short-term
return on investment. Put like this, it
doesn’t make any sense that forecourt
operators are resistant to investment.
One argument we hear regularly is that
forecourts are already selling AdBlue in
small packs, so are taking advantage of
this market but without the investment
risk. Whilst partially true, there are several
problems with this approach:

• Small packs
are messy,
heavy and
risk environmental spills and damage to
vehicle paintwork, carpets, upholstery
etc, as well as customers’ shoes and
clothing. This means that many people
do not want to top up from this type of
container. A clean, professional-looking
dispenser is a different matter.
• It is possible with some dispensers, to
make more profit per litre than can be
made by selling a small pack; sometimes
up to 50% more.
In-house expertise

• With single-use plastic pollution being
high profile, future environmental
regulations and tariffs controlling it might
mean this supply method will be
curtailed or become costly. Some local
councils refuse to collect bins because
they have recyclable materials in them.
This means the extra cost of a
recyclables collection.

Commercial Fuel Solutions has been
supplying AdBlue dispensing equipment for
nearly 12 years, and for the whole of that
time has also represented the premium
Air1 brand, manufactured by Yara, selling
the product as well. Our close relationship
with Yara, combined with our in-house
expertise, has meant we have become the
largest independent distributor in the UK
who can offer an end-to-end service of
both equipment and product.

• With the average size of a car’s AdBlue
tank reducing (some as small as nine
litres) traditional 10 litre packages, the
cheapest small pack option, are
becoming unusable. Many forecourt
operators tell us that consumers are
topping up their vehicles on site and
leaving partly empty containers on the
forecourt for them to dispose of!

Robin Futcher, our MD, sits on the PEIMF
technical & standards committee, and has
been heavily involved in the Blue Book
consultation on AdBlue on forecourts.
Sean Cole, our AdBlue account manager,
began his career with Air1 back in 2005;
so has been in the industry since its
inception, and has unrivalled market,
product and technical knowledge.

Continued overleaf
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Stand-alone installation
The COSSU provides a fixed (rather than
variable per litre) dispense unit. It needs
no connection to the site’s EPOS system,
meaning stand-alone installation. Payment
interfaces are either contactless
(especially for busy or unmanned sites) or
token operated, allowing visits to the store
for potentially more sales.
One additional benefit to dispensed sale of
AdBlue is that it frees up valuable retail
space for other, more profitable products.

More recently, CFS have concentrated their
focus on the passenger car market to
ensure the industry is properly informed
and educated on product use, storage and
dispensing. We have adapted quickly to
market demands and trends and have
developed a speciality equipment range to
satisfy these.

This means it should:
• Be more profitable than selling
small packs
• Be small in size, to enable it to fit
on as many sites as possible
• Require the minimum of installation,
to reduce cost and minimise
disruption/lost income

Our research has resulted in us developing
the APEA award-winning COSSU
(Customer Operated Self Service Unit)
AdBlue passenger car dispenser. The idea
was to fulfil as many criteria as possible for
those wishing to vend AdBlue to end users.

• Offer very fast return on investment;
so be low cost on unit, storage and
installation
• Be simple to use and appealing
to look at
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Great for rectangular
& round cylindrical tanks

T5020 :

For tanks of any shape

These gauges:
• High level and optional bund alarms
• Display unit externally mounted
• Mains, 12 or 24 vdc as standard
Utilising hydrostatic level measurement
• Effects of temperature are negligible and always corrected
for 15 degrees C (the advantage over float technologies)
• AdBlue crystallisation is not an issue
• Fixed and mobile Installations worldwide
• Commercial & retail applications
• Also connect to OLE/ third-party telemetry systems
to monitor bulk stocks

www.oleuk.com • 01243 267930

THE JOURNEY CAN BEGIN

• Bespoke products
& services
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C2020 :

• Site decommissioning

LOW road

high road

Storage tank
ices
& tank serv

Servicing the PVVs
on your vent stacks
can be a seriously tall
order.

from O.L.E. (UK) LTD

www.commercialfuelsolutions.co.uk

Autumn issue:
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ISSUE No.82

Spring 2019

As stated previously, dealerships have the
lion’s share of passenger car AdBlue
business; if forecourts are to take
advantage of this enormous market, they
need something obvious on site to
encourage customers to visit; and maybe
then spend more with them on fuel and
items in the store during their visit.
A dispenser with associated signage is an
excellent way of showing potential
customers that the product is on offer in
an easy to use way, that costs less than
buying a top up from their dealer.

AdBlue gauging solutions

www.iam-design.it

•S
 it in the service bay, away from fuel
lanes, where customers are used to
waiting. Also, given the average vend is
around 8 litres to car users, this means
a two minute visit to the dispenser,
preventing potential queues at fuel lanes
and therefore drive-offs. Customers
buying cans tend to drive away from the
lane to fill, so having it away from the
fuelling point is not an obstacle.

www.nupiindustrieitaliane.com
maja.stirrat@nupinet.com

SMARTFLEX is the complete system of pipes, fittings and equipment for
the distribution of fuels at road and motorway service stations, airports
and marinas. The system has a 30-year warranty and is already used and
approved by major international petroleum companies. The double wall
range prevents spills of polluting fluids that are harmful to the environment.

UK STOCK
EN14125
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Shear satisfaction

RIS-SHEAR-ADBLUE-MK2 raises the bar
Back in the late nineties, Risbridger embarked on a
development plan for a product that would become a
mainstay of their forecourt product line in years to come.
Here they outline new developments.
We have all heard the horror stories and
seen the pictures of petrol dispensers
being demolished by unwary motorists.
To ensure that product spillage and vapour
release during such incidents is kept to an
absolute minimum, the RIS-SHEAR-G2
vapour shear valve was born.
Designed to protect the fuel dispenser’s
vapour recovery system, the RIS-SHEAR-G2
has become an established product; with a
track record that has gained and held the
confidence of the industry. Since its
introduction, nearly 25,000 of these valves
have been shipped all over the world.
Risbridger has invested a significant
amount of time and money developing
shear valves to protect dispensers against
spillage, due to accidental damage.
They are the tried, tested and, most of all,
trusted method of protection for all types of
forecourt dispenser, which is why the Blue
Book lists them as required protection for
forecourt petrol pumps and dispensers.
Different products may present different
physical characteristics, but we didn’t see
the need to re-invent the basic shear valve
principle, in order to provide the same
guaranteed level of product protection on
the forecourt.

AdBlue®
When AdBlue® was
first introduced,
Risbridger designed
and launched the
RIS-SHEAR-ADBLUE
shear valve to protect
the main product line
in the event of
accidental impact.
AdBlue® is a mixture
of urea and deionised
water, and can be very reactive with some
materials. So the requirements for
chemical resistance to the ammonia based
AdBlue® were very different from our petrol
shear valve.
In addition to this, AdBlue® is classed
as potentially toxic should it find its way
into the water course; so minimising
product release during any incident is an
absolute priority.
In order to meet both the shear
specifications and the chemical resistance,
the original valve was produced in HDPE.
This resulted in a product that did the job,
but it was difficult to machine and produce.
The valves also required great care from
the installation teams, to ensure that they
were not subjected to unnecessary stress
during installation.

As AdBlue® has grown into the market,
it became apparent that a more robust
and user-friendly solution was required.
Featuring an all stainless-steel construction
for parts in contact with the product; viton
seals, and a calibrated aluminium shear
ring, the RIS-SHEAR-ADBLUE-MK2 was
introduced in 2016. With much simpler
machining and assembly requirements, and
installation instructions now based on the
ever popular RIS-SHEAR-G2, we consider
that the new RIS-SHEAR-ADBLUE-MK2
should be your first port of call when looking
to protect your site from AdBlue® spillage.
Tick all the boxes with RIS-SHEAR-ADBLUE-MK2.
The next generation of protection for your
AdBlue® product line.
www.risbridger.com

Arthur joins Orbis Tech
Orbis Tech are delighted to announce the appointment of
Arthur Plumpton as UK Business Development Manager;
to further strengthen presence in the UK and continue the
policy of recruiting the best talent available. Arthur is extremely
well known and respected in the petroleum forecourt and
convenience sector and brings with him a huge amount of
knowledge and experience from his time with Micrelec/Meggitt,
Arciris/Torex and Htec.
Arthur says:
“I am very excited to join Orbis Tech and look forward to the
opportunity of bringing their Orbis Cloud Site Management
& BI solution, plus the wider Invenco product set, to the UK
forecourt and convenience sector."

Bob Laidlaw, UK & Ireland Chief Operating Officer commented:
“As well as experience and knowledge, Arthur brings a great
passion for customer service, which mirrors the culture within
Orbis Tech. His appointment is an important step on the path to
Orbis Tech being at the forefront in the supply of site management
solutions to the global forecourt and convenience sector.’’

www.orbistechnologies.com
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FIS Ltd installs ‘PLX Blue’ stops at National Express
PLX Blue is a specially designed fuel
conveyance pipework system for the
transportation of AdBlue; and the latest
project to reap the benefits is at the
National Express West Midlands’ bus
depot in Walsall.
The depot required a new AdBlue tank, to
transfer the necessary levels required to its
diesel-fuelled vehicles. FIS was tasked with
installing the new Tuffa Tank, dispensers
(the Hytek Alpha MK4) and associated
pipework and fittings.
The new 15,000 litre AdBlue tank is
located just outside the depot building,
with the diesel tanks inside the depot, so
FIS required a reliable pipework system to
transfer the AdBlue to the dispensers.
As a result, PLX Blue pipe, which is purpose
designed to safely transfer AdBlue, was
installed to convey the liquid into two
AdBlue dispensers within the fuel lanes.
Commenting on the project, Andrew West,
Managing Director at FIS said:
“We have used Durapipe PLX previously,
but we wanted a dedicated system for
transferring AdBlue for this project.
To be confident that it could be safely
conveyed without any impact on the
surrounding environment, PLX Blue
was the ideal solution.”

Environmentally friendly
Manufactured from specialised high-grade
polyethylene, a high-quality extremely robust
material, PLX Blue will safely carry the
substance without fear of leakage into the
environment. The product’s durable
properties also provide a design life of more
than 30 years, with little maintenance
required during the lifetime of the product.
PLX Blue is available in sizes from
32mm to 63mm, in both single wall and
secondary contained options, along

with a full range of corrosion resistant
stainless steel transition fittings. The
pipework is lightweight in nature and
allows for a simple installation process,
using an electro-fusion jointing system.
For further information on PLX Blue,
or any other products within the PLX
portfolio, please call: 01543 279909
or visit: www.durapipe.co.uk.
For further information on the services
offered by FIS Ltd please visit:
www.forecourtinstallationservices.co.uk

JET appoints Oliver Müller as
Retail Business Manager
JET has appointed Oliver Müller as
Retail Business Manager, to drive
further growth in the company’s UK
dealer network. Oliver joins from JET’s
Hamburg office in Germany and takes
over from Sönke Voge.
Having joined the business in 2002,
Oliver has an extensive retail
background and has held various roles
in the organisation, most recently as
Procurement Lead, including
managing petrol station construction
and equipment for shops, buildings
and car wash services. Oliver has also
spent time working in the Phillips 66
head office in the United States.
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Introducing the industry’s premier training, certification, and resource
tool for installation professionals. FFS PRO: University is your go-to
source for installation safety education, best practices, and product
training. It’s about being safe. It’s about staying educated. It’s about
getting the job done right.

university.ffspro.com

FFS_PRO_University_Ad_Half_Page.indd 1
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Brand New AdBlue® Products!
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Mary Wolf, Managing Director UK
Marketing at Phillips 66 comments:
“I’d like to take this opportunity to
thank Sönke for his fantastic efforts
in developing our retail strategy,
and I’m very happy to confirm that
he will continue to be involved in
and dedicated to supporting our
retail business.
“Oliver brings a wealth of retail
experience and knowledge to the role
along with huge passion for the JET
brand, making him ideally placed to
execute our exciting plans for the
JET brand and to grow and strengthen
our dealer network.

NOZA.SSM PAGE 34

Stainless Steel Auto
Nozzle AdBlue® Misfill
Spout/Adaptor

ABKIT06A

PAGE 185

40 Litre General
Purpose Spill Kit –
Double Weight Pads

Request Your Copies:
+44 (0) 1279 815 600
ABH.4TBH PAGE 25

Hose Assemblies for
AdBlue® Dispensing

AB.BKTMP

PAGE 121

Top Plate Drum Mount
Kits for AdBlue®

ABPDS

PAGE 121

AdBlue®
Dispenser

info@hytekgb.com

www.hytekgb.com

AdBlue® is a registered trade mark of the Verband der Automobilindustrie e.V.
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New Hytek engineered AdBlue products

Compact alarms are available in Overfill or
Bund Alarm models. For AdBlue
applications, the Hytek stainless steel tank
float switches (TA.FA.SSS) should be used.

Hytek is pleased to introduce an AdBlue
delivery hose (ABH), with machine swaged
ends and textile braiding, to the Hytek
engineered range.

The hose is cost-effective, statically bonded
and features textile braiding. Available in
4m, 6m, and 10m variants, it comes with
machine swaged 1” parallel swivelling
female ends that are chrome plated.
Featuring a 16mm bore and 232psi (16bar)
maximum pressure, there is an optional
1” to 3/4” nipple to convert the female
end to a male taper.
Misfill prevention
The AdBlue misfilling nozzle is another new
addition, featuring a magnetic filling spout
and vehicle tank adaptor (NOZA.SSM). The
nozzle prevents AdBlue being dispensed
into a diesel tank by preventing the flow of
AdBlue unless the tank adaptor is detected.
There are three versions available with
different inlet connections.
A cost effective, stainless steel hose reel
is also available (HROS10.16HE1), with
10m x 5/8” bore AdBlue hose, including
machine swaged 1” female ends, and 2m
inlet hose. Options include stainless steel
wall mounting bracket, in both fixed and
swivel versions.

AdBlue® Delivery
Hoses

Drum Top Pumps

New dispenser
Hytek has also announced the launch of
the AdBlue dispenser (ABPDS), designed
for use with submersible pumps. The unit
features an LCD display with backlight, built
in 10:1 or 100:1 pulser for connection to
fuel management systems, turbine flow
meter accurate to +/-1%, and front nozzle
holster. The dispenser doesn’t include a
hose or nozzle, allowing your customers to
choose their preferred models. Optional
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General Purpose
Spill Kits

Hytek offers a range of tank gauges;
ranging from low-cost hydrostatic, analogue
readout gauges (UNITOP), to high-accuracy
battery-powered digital gauges (+/-0.5 - +/0.25%) (DTBG). They also offer the industry
standard O.L.E. C2020 (accuracy +/-1%)
and C5020 (accuracy +/-0.25%) models
with alarms, for tanks up to 9m high.
Test measures/proving cans for AdBlue

equipment includes a shear valve, and a
solenoid valve which must be used if
more than one dispenser is fed by the
same pump.
For handling 205L drums of AdBlue, the
Hytek engineered Top Mount Plate drum
pump is perfect (ABTMP). This plate
mounted pump sits on top of the drum and
can be moved from drum to drum with
ease. The kit includes a 6m delivery hose, a
manual nozzle, nozzle holster and suction
tube with Trisure drum connector. Choose a
12V or 230V diaphragm pump, with bypass
valve, all weatherproof to IP55.

Hytek now offers stainless steel 5L, 10L
and 20L test measure cans – also known
as proving cans. Models are available with
UK Weights & Measures certificates in all
three sizes. The new easy-to-read scale is
screen printed making it bold and durable.
All three sizes have optional carry case, and
15” stainless steel anti-splash funnel
(TMFUN). If used with AdBlue, do not cross
contaminate. Regular and Weights and
Measures certified versions available from
stock and can be delivered to site next day.

AdBlue : 2 liquids, 1 bowser

Environmental products for AdBlue
The Hytek range of general purpose spill
kits are available in sizes from 40 litre
bagged units, up to 100 litre wheeled bins.
All Hytek kits include double weight pads,
allowing for maximum absorbency and
preventing them from tearing. Universal
pads (ABPADU/ ABROLLU) are supplied in
packs of 75, or as a 31m roll, perfect for
engineers' vans and on-site work.
Remember that standard oil or fuel spill
kits aren’t suitable for AdBlue as they repel
water. General purpose pads must
be used.

Test Measure
Cans

AdBlue range booklet

Alongside their new 2019 catalogue, Hytek
offers their customers an AdBlue specific
booklet, featuring some of the most
popular AdBlue products. The booklets are
perfect for leaving with customers, or for
FREE Promotional
use at exhibitions and trade shows. The
Booklets
booklets can be supplied with branding
stickers, making sure that your customers
contact you for their requirements. The
booklets are free to Hytek trade account
customers, and can be supplied with a free
literature holder.

To avoid spills due to tank overfill, the Hytek
engineered 3-Channel (TA3A) or Compact
alarms (BA3) are both AdBlue compatible.

www.hytekgb.com

As a leading manufacturer of fuel storage equipment, Western Global has always
been an innovative player in the fuel and lubricant sector. They have been providing
AdBlue storage for many years. For the past four years, Western have ensured they
have kept up with trends and the escalating needs for AdBlue, by increasing this range
of storage equipment.
PEIMF member Western Global is the
provider of transportable and modular
self-contained tanks and equipment for the
safe storage and handling of fuels,
lubricants and other liquids. It has in-house
design and engineering capabilities, with
sales and operating facilities in Europe,
North America plus a global distributor
network in over 20 countries.

The ABBI Blue is UN approved IBC
(intermediate bulk container) suitable for
transporting diesel on the road. Like all of
Western’s steel tanks, the ABBI blue is
110% bunded to ensure environmental
compliance with pollution prevention
guidelines. All of these approvals ensure
the upmost quality for customers.

Launched in February 2015, the ABBI Blue
is a fully bunded bowser that has been
engineered to hold 1500 litres of fuel and
160 litres of Adblue. This dual system
eliminates the need for an additional unit
and speeds up refuelling operations.

To ensure the tank is contaminate free, the
design solution was to completely separate
both compartments and pumps to avoid
any cross contamination.

Shortly after, a 950 litre fuel tank with a
160 litre AdBlue capability was launched,
in order to have a bowser that eliminated
the need for an ADR certificate.

Design solution

A key feature which increases the lifespan
of the tank is the direct access to the inner
tank for cleaning; which has been very well
received by customers. A farmer in
Somerset expressed his delight at the
efficiency and ease of use;

“The tank really speeds up the amount of
time I was spending, when AdBlue was in a
separate tank. The access means I can
clearly see inside should any issues arise”.
The Abbi Blue has won a Plantworx
innovation award, for the ‘efficiency in
innovation’ category. This is proudly
displayed at Western’s headquarters.
As emission regulations continue to grow,
the market for AdBlue is more prevalent
and Western Global will continue to explore
further innovations.
www.western-global.com
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OPW produces retrofit Fibrelite sumps to
support BP’s AdBlue UK programme

Petrotec Progress dispensing range

Client:

BP

Industry:

Retail Fuelling

Each model has options for ATC, Stage 2 Vapour Recovery with monitoring,
flow rate choices of 40,80 and 130lpm with additional options for integrated
AdBlue & LPG fuel grades.

Location: BP Family Farm
Product:

EL-G-FRONT-ADBLUE

Status:

Complete

Petrotec are manufactures of the Petrotec Progress range of retail
pumps & dispensers with a complete range of models available.

Project overview
OPW was approached by BP, who required
retrofit chamber systems, which could be
fitted to AdBlue dispensers at various
petrol stations across the UK, within a
tight timeframe.
Problem
BP required a retrofit watertight chamber
system, which could be fitted to a GVR
Frontier and GVR 700 AdBlue dispenser. In
some cases, the sumps needed to fit within
the HGV raised kerb island.

Solution
OPW developed bespoke Fibrelite
dispenser sumps and metal work to
incorporate dispenser pumps, in line with
BP’s requirements. The sumps had to
account for potential shallow burial depths
and existing island width. They also had to
be adjustable to accommodate site
constraints. All sumps are vacuum tested
before dispatch to ensure that they are
truly watertight.
Results
The bespoke dispensers have now
been installed at over 40 BP stations
(90 systems) across the UK, enabling
a faster, more efficient site construction.
Thus reducing cost whilst providing a
watertight system.

Petrotec Progress 4000

Petrotec AdBlue solutions
The Petrotec range includes five models
of AdBlue dispenser for both standard
retail and HGV applications: Progress
1000, 2000, 3000, 4000 and 5000.
Petrotec also manufacture a range
of stand-alone & integrated AdBlue
storage tanks.

Petrotec Progress 5000

The Petrotec Progress 1000 is a compact
single or dual island orientated model,
allowing dispensing from both sides, with
either a nozzle for either a light vehicle
(car), a heavy vehicle (truck) or a
combination of both in one compact unit.
The Progress 5000 can be supplied as a
stand-alone one, two or four hose

Jeff out
hunting
Our fearless and forthright
reporter, Jeff Young, found
these three Beckmeter pumps
at the Black Country Museum.
They date around the 1920s.
Jeff says the first Becks he
worked on was the M2, so these
are probably the M1 model.
Beckmeter pumps were
produced till mid 1990s.
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Petrotec Eurotank 5000 with Progress 5000 Dispenser

Progress 5000 AdBlue dispenser with heating

dispenser, with the option of both AdBlue
light vehicle and heavy vehicle nozzles on
each side of the dispenser.
Petrotec Eurotank AdBlue storage tanks
The Petrotec range of AdBlue storage tanks
includes models with storage capacities of
1,500ltr, 3,000ltr,
5000ltr & 10,000ltr.
Each model can be
built as an
‘integrated tank’
with Progress
electronics &
hydraulics inside,
with a base to suit
Progress 1000 or
5000 models, and
as a standalone
remote tank. Each
model includes full
tank bund, stainless
steel 0.55hp
submersible pump,
tank level gauge,
overfill protection
and TODO filling
Progress 1000
connector.

www.petrotec.uk

AdBlue
Dispenser
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FUELVAC® HAS BEEN INDEPENDENTLY TESTED AND CERTIFIED TO EN13160-7:2016 BY TUV NORD

The Karcher brand helps increase revenue
Frank McLaughlan, Sales Director of TSG
Wash, talks about the value of the Karcher
brand when it comes to choosing your
professional car wash equipment:
New CWB3 Klean!Star & Klean!Star iQ With new to the market features

C

M

A premium carwash that makes you stand
out in the market. The design of the CWB3
Klean!Star is a real eye catcher that
attracts the customers.
K!Brush iQ – everything you could ask for
The K!Brush iQ now comes with intelligent
side brushes – which are divided into
segments. The individual brush segments
are adapted by a vertical axle offset to the
vehicle contour, and the brush segments
swing out based on the contour. Equipped
with Care Touch brushes and K!Back iQ
with K!Brush iQ, you obtain a cleaning
performance that will impress both
you and your customers. With a real
eye catching individual look.
K!Wheel iQ - precise ‘wavy’ lines
The K!Wheel iQ proves a straight path; but
the direct route is not always the best! Our
K!Wheel iQ travels in an S-bend for the
height adjustment to the wheel, thus
always meeting the centre. As a result, you
obtain more accurate wheel cleaning and
perfect results for all sizes of rims.
K!Planet iQ – say goodbye to stubborn dirt
With our planetary gear wash you obtain
the best rim cleaning, that effectively
removes the most stubborn dirt; but in a
gentle manner ensuring the utmost care to
the vehicle. For this purpose we have

Fuelvac® is supported by the technical expertise of
AkzoNobel, one of the largest coating manufacturers
in the World.

Y

CM

MY

CY

We don’t believe Fuelvac® can be beaten on the speed
of installation, the system can be quickly installed to
your existing tanks with minimum disruption to service.
Reducing potential losses of income and customers.

CMY

K

FUELVAC® USES SOLVENT FREE COATINGS AND NON-HAZARDOUS
MATERIALS THROUGHOUT, MEANING INSTALL IS FAST AND SAFE!
For more information please visit: www.abfad.co.uk
Email: info@abfad.co.uk
Tel. No: 0191 543 7166

equipped our K!Planet iQ with integrated
wheel housing cleaning as well as K!Wheel
iQ. The wheel wash works in principle like
an electric toothbrush, with three rotating
brush discs, two small and one larger,
which rhythmically change their direction of
rotation. K!Planet iQ requires high pressure
at the gantry and features our Vehicle Pro
Rim Foam for gentle, powerful cleaning.
K!Design LED lights – modern and safe
LED lights are now available in the design
lines of the K!Design, K!Design iQ and
K!Design iQ OpenArt. You decide on the
extensive choice of LED lights to suit the
look and feel you want to achieve on your
site; on the left, on the right, on both sides
or none at all.

The Klean!Star iQ Illuminated door frames
emphasise the supreme standard and give
your professional car washing centre an
individual ambience that catches the eye
of your customer.
There’s no denying the professional car
wash market can be tough, but car owners
will always seek out the best quality wash
& brand for their vehicles; meaning there’s
only one choice:
Karcher!
Karcher makes a difference.
To find out more about the complete range
of professional car wash products from
Karcher, contact TSG Wash on
01382 361300 or email
sales.uk@tsg-solutions.com or visit
www.tsg-solutions.com/uk/TSG-Wash
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Flying High!

Success for Pumptronics’ aviation offering
Pumptronics has a long history in the
general aviation sector, with pumps
still running today that were installed
during the 1980s. Back when they were
the new boys on the block, the quality
of components and the clever designs
impressed installers who welcomed the
reliability they offered. As time has passed
and Pumptronics has become the go-to
choice for aviation pumps, they have gone
from plucky start-up to industry leaders.

OLE offer a range of gauging solutions for aviation fuel storage
tanks. The entry level Z2000 unit is great for rectangular and round
cylindrical tanks, with or without dished ends. These units can be
set-up using front panel settings. They include high level alarms, and
optional bund alarms. The display unit needs to be in a Zone 2 area
and they have the option of mains or 24 vdc power as standard.
For nonlinear tanks they offer our higher specification Z5020 series,
which can be used for any shape of tank. These units can be set up with
simple configuration software, by connecting an interface cable and
laptop. They include high level alarms, and optional bund alarms.
The display unit needs to be in a Zone 2 area. These units also have the
option of mains or 24 vdc power as standard.

We asked what makes them so successful
when it comes to building aviation pumps.
Andrew Olive, Pumptronics’ Managing Director:
“Airfields are tough environments – as
anyone who has crossed an apron in
winter can tell you. Pumps and outdoor
payment terminals rarely have any
protection from the elements, with driving
wind, freezing rain, and baking sun often
in the same week. Our pumps are
engineered from the ground up, to cope
with these conditions without faltering.”
With an estimated 25,000 private pilots
and 130 private and public airfields
registered in England alone, the market to
support this industry is growing rapidly.
Airfields are frequently turning to fuel sales
to increase revenues, or to simply offer
more services to attract visitors.
OPT at Biggin Hill
Visitors to Biggin Hill airfield have been
able to fuel their aircraft for several years,
since the installation of a Pumptronics
C-Series paired with an outdoor payment
terminal from HTEC in 2007. These
self-service systems have grown in
popularity, as they allow airfields to offer
fuel without the need for an attendant.
Many pilots take advantage of the 24-hour
operation to refuel before departing in the
evening, ensuring that the airfield can
maximise profit and customer service at
the same time.
James Ford’s team at Aircraft Fuelling
Systems are helping to upgrade the
facilities at Compton Abbots Airfield, where
they’re moving from a Pumptronics
Commercial C-Series to a resale approved
unit. The upgrade will allow them to sell
fuel to pilots and visitors all year round,
drawing people in from further afield.
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Gauging solutions
for aviation fuel
storage tanks

The principle of operation in these standard gauges is hydrostatic
level measurement. The advantage this has over float technologies is
that the effects of temperature are negligible and always corrected for
15 degrees C.
Goodwood Airfield has taken things a step
further, where AeroShell has a fully
branded kiosk featuring two C-Series
pumps that have been built in the famous
red and yellow livery. Users love the retro
feel, harking back to the 1950s.
Powered hose reels
In place at Goodwood are two powered
hose reels, allowing the huge, 50-metre-long
hoses to be wound back with minimal effort.
Powered hose reels are just part of the
special considerations required when
dealing with aviation fuelling – hoses that
can handle the higher pressures of 180
litre per minute delivery require larger reels
and storage. When delivering AVGAS and
JET-A1 the internals of a pump have to be
uprated too; stainless steel pipework is a
must to avoid the contamination of AVGAS
by so-called Yellow Metals.
Some companies, such as Fuel Proof, are
finding ways to combat harsh
environments. Fuel Proof has combined
the Pumptronics C-Series with a high
capacity tank in order to store, sell, and
dispense fuel in a single unit. These
situations come with their own challenges
and the increased risk of running a pump
in a closed or semi-closed environment
makes things difficult. When an open front
is being used, the C-Series can be fitted
with an advanced head that makes it safe
for Zone-2 operation. If the pump must be
installed in a lockable cabinet then an

entirely mechanical pump can be the
answer. By using mechanical alternatives
to the standard digital displays, the pump
can be located inside without additional
active ventilation.

These gauges are installed on fixed and mobile tanks/bowsers all over
the world in local, commercial and international airports.
www.oleuk.com

FuelProof’s Roger Pilkinton said:
“Pumptronics are our first choice when it
comes to our Premium Bulk Aviation Fuel
Tanks – we get the rock-solid reliability
we need to give our customers what
they want.”

Informat io
Addit ional

Fuel Hygiene
Solutions

n:

Even the engineless glider fraternity have a
need for fuelling, with tow-planes guzzling
more fuel than normal due to their
increased load on take-off. Cameron
Forecourt has recently installed a C-Series
pump at Lasham Airfield for fuelling their
tug planes.

Your Fuel Hygiene Partner
“We are committed to providing the ultimate
service and response for our customers”

The future looks bright for Pumptronics,
with C-Series and mechanical pumps being
installed at airfields around the world.

• Fuel polishing

• Tank services

• Fuel testing & reports

• Pump repairs

• Tank maintenance

• Compliancy surveys

•G
 auge installation
& repairs

• Tank & pipework
testing

• Callouts

All Pumptronics fuel pumps are ATEX and
MID certified at or above MoD standards.
When high performance equipment is
required, Pumptronics provides fast,
accurate, and reliable fuel dispensing.

Working in partnership with DP Fuel Tank Services
Call : 01737 860 004 : info@fuelhs.co.uk

www.fuelhs.co.uk

If you are interested in adding Pumptronics
equipment to your next development, you
can call: 01692 500640 to speak to an
authorised Pumptronics distributor in
the UK.
www.pumptronics.co.uk
Ad_2018_FGI_90x120_LTD_EN.indd 1
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CZ aviation fuel tanks
PEIMF member Cookson & Zinn is one
of the UK’s foremost suppliers of above
and below ground storage tanks, and has
for nearly 60 years been providing high
quality products to discerning customers
requiring fuel storage.

Although stainless steel remains the
material of choice, and demanded in many
instances, tanks that are internally lined

AbFad Ltd
0191 543 7166
www.abfad.co.uk
Tank linings, leak detection, rope access
Adler & Allan Ltd
01992 657400
www.adlerandallan.co.uk
Tank cleaning & lining, VR testing, fuel
polishing, sampling & analysis. Spill response
Aidan Strain Electrical Engineering Ltd
02830 888861
www.aseeltd.com
Electrical & mechanical generator
installation contractors

with high grade epoxy coatings, following
an industry recognised blasting process
have now become widely accepted,
approved, and have a lengthy in-service
life. Regardless of tank material, stainless
steel pipework and fittings are the norm.

A wide and diverse customer base has

A wide range

requirements have also been catered for.

As with standard tanks, aviation fuel tanks
are available in a wide range of capacities,
and predominantly in a cylindrical
configuration. Significant operational
advantages and service life longevity
favour this style of tank.

seen tanks as varied as a single 3,500 litre
capacity tank for a helicopter engine test
facility, to multiple 200,000 litre bunded
tanks for a major regional airport. As well
as commercial installations, military
Fourteen 50,000 litre tanks with particular
operating features were recently supplied
to a security sensitive location for use with
Middle East operations.
More recently, general aviation has
received an even closer focus from
operators on fuel storage integrity, security,
and particularly quality, which is clearly
paramount. There are, after all, no lay-by’s
in the sky! Smaller commercial operators
are also benefitting from bespoke storage,
where their specific requirements and our
expertise are well matched.
In a close-knit industry, CZ also have
contacts with other highly experienced
suppliers of ancillary items such as
dispensers, fuel management systems
and card reading systems, which can be
packaged to meet most requirements.
For more details on CZ products
visit: www.czltd.com
or call on: 01473 825 200.
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A & G Group Ltd
01579 344503
www.aggroupltd.co.uk
Electrical and tank testing, supply
installation and servicing of pumps
A & R Pavelin Transport Ltd
01268 270470
Distribution & collection of pumps and
forecourt equipment

Their expertise is widely recognised in the
retail petroleum, commercial and fuel
distribution markets, they have also been
fabricating specialist storage tanks for the
aviation market for over 40 years. Although
the basic design and manufacturing
processes for storage tanks destined for
aviation use is similar to standard tanks,
the safety critical elements for these fuels
bring about the need for specific designs
and features, and in some cases,
specific materials.
Tanks can be either above or below ground,
where the usual double skin requirements
prevail, in single skin or 110% integrally
bunded for above ground installations. In
nearly every instance, tanks are required to
be installed so that they incorporate a
slope to one end – a feature that is usually
combined with a sump and a test / drain
facility – and yes, they can put
underground tanks on an installation base
frame that provides a slope. Other features
such as floating suctions, pressure or
vacuum valves and aviation specific overfill
prevention valves are also widely requested.

Directory of PEIMF members

Air Fuel Systems
01268 928827
www.airfuelsystems.com
Systems to preserve aviation fuel
Air-Serv
01942 722333
www.air-serv.co.uk
Air lines, jetwash, vacuums,
servicing, chemicals
Alliance Inspection
01244 952531
www.allianceinspection.co.uk
NDT & asset integrity inspections
AMGS Electrical Ltd
0117 967 6500
www.amgselectrical.co.uk
Electrical contractors specialised in
petrol filling stations
Ancorra Environmental
Services Ltd
0151 546 3012
www.ancorraenvironmental.co.uk
Forecourt maintenance, tank & vessel
cleaning, foam injection
Andel Ltd
01484 845000
www.andel.co.uk
Pollution control, tank & fuel maintenance
Andrew Simpson Electrical Services
01772 616826
www.andrewsimpsonelectrical.co.uk
Electrical contracting, maintenance on
hazardous areas
Arnold Diggle & Co
01229 582769
www.arnolddiggleandco.co.uk
Tank cleaning, oil depot decommissioning/
demolition & remediation

Baltor Systems
02890 603232
www.baltor.co.uk
Design, supply and installation of fuel
equipment
Berrys Technologies Ltd
0121 558 4411
www.berrys.com
MIDAS, OPUS, pump spares, pipework,
tank lid assembly, forecourt equipment
Broham Forecourt Developments Ltd
www.broham.co.uk
01206 210 455
Specialist principal contractors in retail
forecourt & commercial fuel installation
Bulk Meter Services Ltd
01233 740134
www.bms-ltd.com
Supply, install & service bulk meters &
registers for fuelling applications
C P Installations Ltd
01702 544442
www.cp-installations.co.uk
Tank & pipework specialists, electrical
services, site maintenance, decommissioning
Cameron Forecourt Ltd
01226 742441
www.cameron-forecourt.co.uk
Supply, install & maintain commercial &
retail tanks & fuel management systems
Centaur Fuel Management Ltd
0870 757 6323
www.centauronline.co.uk
Installers of fuel pumps, tanks
& fuel management equipment
Centre Tank Services
0121 351 4442
www.centretank.com
Fuel dispensing, storage tank and AdBlue
equipment, Piusi products and Husky nozzles
CFG Nationwide Ltd
01594 826364
www.cfgnationwide.com
Experts in forecourt engineering, branding
and signage
Commercial Fuel Solutions Ltd
02380 231007
www.commercialfuelsolutions.co.uk
DSEAR specialist in fuel storage & handling
systems, bulk metering, management, AdBlue
Cookson & Zinn (PTL) Ltd
01473 825200
www.czltd.com
Above & below ground fuel storage tanks
and pressure vessels
County Pumps Ltd
01295 780746
www.countypumps.co.uk
Installation repair and service of fuel
systems, pumps & fuel monitoring systems
Craggs Environmental Ltd
0808 1644 570
www.craggsenvironmental.co.uk
Fuel testing, polishing & uplifts; tank
cleaning, installation

D & S Forecourt Services
01463 715324
Pumps, tanks, pipes installation
& maintenance
DCD Direct
01902 605405
www.dcddirect.co.uk
Commercial fuel pumps & accessories,
tanks, fuel management spares
DM Petroleum Services Ltd
01462 480824
Pump and Pipework Installations,
line testing
DMCS Ltd
01244 289161
www.dmcslimited.co.uk
Calibration of bulk liquid storage vessels
Dover Fueling Solutions
01695 52175
Fuel management solutions for independent,
hypermarket and multinational.
DP Fuel Tank Services
01737 767524
www.dptanks.co.uk
Tank cleaning, decommissioning,
lining, maintenance, fuel conditioning
Durapipe UK
01543 279909
www.plxpipe.co.uk
Manufacturer of plastic pipework systems
D R Forecourt Services Ltd
01691 610733
Installation of all equipment on
petroleum/dispensing stations
E & S Environmental Services Ltd
01993 852419
www.eandsgroup.co.uk
Tank cleaning & testing, site maintenance,
fuel services
EdgePetrol Ltd
0203 865 8689
www.edgepetrol.com
Software start-up providing real-time
visibility to petrol retailers
Elaflex Ltd
01992 452950
www.elaflex.com
Forecourt dispenser nozzles & accessories
Equipe Environmental
01744 731462
www.equipeenvironmental.co.uk
Supply, install & test tanks, gauges,
covers, pipeworks, pump spares
ETTS
01437 532511
www.etts.co.uk
Electrical installations, maintenance & testing
Eurotank Service Group
0800 311 2149
www.eurotank.eu.com
A group of forecourt engineering service
companies

Continued on page 53
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The fuel quality scheme that
protects the supply chain
PEIMF member TankCare have created a fuel certification scheme.
Here they outline their commitment to fuel quality.
Fuel quality is paramount. The risks
associated with using poor-quality or
contaminated fuel include increasing
exhaust emissions and blocked fuel lines,
filters, and injectors. Poor quality fuel
can also cause engineering malfunctions
and engine damage. To avoid this, it is
important that end users maintain their
fuel tanks effectively and buy good quality
fuel from distributors who test and certify
their stocks.
The issue is further complicated by the fact
that about 50% of all fuel sold in the UK is
now imported, and there is no requirement
for the companies producing fuels abroad
to declare which additives have been used.
In most cases, additives haven’t been
tested by an independent test house to
prove their long-term effect on engines or
emissions. In addition, mixing different
additives can result in chemical reactions
which can lead to filter blocking or even
cause engines to breakdown
It has been proven by a number of
extensive trials that clean fuel does reduce
filter blocking risks, tailpipe emissions and
fuel usage, so it is no surprise that the
matter is high on the Government’s
legislative agenda.

With this in mind, leading fuel experts OTS
TankCareTM have created an independent
fuel certification scheme, authorised by the
FPS (Federation of Petroleum Suppliers),
designed to raise the quality of fuel used
across the industry. The unique TankCareTM
FQC (Fuel Quality & Certification) Scheme
works by measuring fuel stocks at six
weeks, and then again at six months for
particulate, water content and biological
contaminants. These testing procedures are
the fastest, most accurate and least
expensive method for monitoring,
controlling and predicting microbial
contaminant activity.
The tests detect as little as one living cell
per millilitre, allowing TankCareTM to track
and predict potential contamination risks.
Fuel is certified at six months if it passes
the strict tests, then these are repeated
every six months to ensure quality is
maintained and to allow time for measures
to be taken if fuel quality starts to drop.
If the quality of fuel is not up to standard
after the initial six-month test, OTS
TankCareTM recommend that the tests
continue quarterly. End users can be
reassured that fuel certified by TankCareTM

Falcon Fuel (N.I.) Ltd
02838 842639
www.falconfe.com
Retail and commercial fuelling installation
and maintenance

Hazardous Area Technical Training
07484 517059
www.hatt.uk.com
H&S training & advisors, SPA passports,
IOSH & confined space training

Fleetsolve Ltd
0151 353 2870
www.fleetsolve.com
Biofuel combined heat & power systems

Htec Ltd
02380 689200
www.htec.co.uk
Epos, payment & loyalty solutions, back
office, head office, installation & maintenance

Forecourt Installation & Maintenance
028 3885 1491
Pumps & equipment service & installation

FQC Scheme has passed strict quality tests
to give all those in the fuel supply chain
peace of mind.
Steve Gain, MD at OTS TankCare ,
comments:
TM

“Our aim with this scheme is to achieve
a quality seal of approval for fuel quality.
This protects everyone in the fuel supply
chain and improves the quality of fuel
across the board. We want to protect
the interests of end users and encourage
high quality certified fuel from clean
fuel suppliers.”
The Government’s focus on the
environmental impact of fossil fuels
will lead to further changes in fuel
composition. It is well known that FAME
(Fatty Acid Methyl Ester) is hygroscopic and
therefore adsorbs water into suspension in
fuel thus enhancing the risk of bacterial
growth. At present, gas oil and derv have
up to 7% FAME but the Government is
looking to increase this to 10% or above,
which will inevitably increase the risks of
bacterial growth.
Steve Gains adds:
“Fuel quality is an issue that isn’t going
away. There is a long-term need for testing
and certification to secure the standards
the industry demands and reduce the risks
associated with unclean fuel.”
Originally only open to FPS members, the
scheme is now endorsed by the FPS and
available to all forward-thinking businesses
in the fuel supply chain.

For more information:
call 01386 853409
or visit www.otsgroup.co.uk
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Forecourt Installation Services Ltd
01226 753160
www.forecourtinstallationservices.co.uk
Installation and maintenance of fuel pumps,
storage tanks, gauges and pipework
Franklin Fueling Systems
01473 243300
www.franklinfueling.com
Pipework, containment, fuel management
systems, submersible pumps
Fuelcom
02890 410655
www.fuelcom.com
Install & maintain pumps, pipework, tanks
& gauges. Plus risk assessment in Ireland
FuelMii
07917 644599
Fleet mobile refueling service
Fuel Proof Ltd
01524 850685
www.fuelproof.co.uk
Bunded fuel tanks, diesel bowsers
FuelQuip Ltd
0845 838 1048
www.fuelquip.net
Suppliers of fuel management,
pumps, tanks, gauges & alarms
Fuellink Systems
01698 841888
www.fuellinksystems.com
Manufacturers of commercial fuel
management systems
Gilbarco Veeder-Root
01268 533090
www.gilbarco.com/eu
Pumps, commercial and AdBlue dispensers,
gauges, POS, OPT, service & maintenance
Global-MSI
01302 361558
www.global-msi.com
Forecourt structures, canopies & signware
installations supply & repair
Greenchem Solutions Ltd
07793 258876
www.greenchem-adblue.com
AdBlue and AdBlue tank manufacturer

LS Forecourts Ltd
07921 392577
www.lsforecourts.co.uk
Pumps, pipes, tanks, gauges, sales,
service, installation and repair
Mantec Systems Ltd
0191 280 4015
www.mantecsystems.com
Additives to protect, clean and maintain fuel

Hytek (GB) Ltd
01279 815600
www.hytekgb.com
Fuel dispensing & management,
lubrication products

MDM Services (Cardiff) Ltd
01633 277277
www.mdmservices.co.uk
Installation and maintenance of forecourt
and commercial fuel products

Ideal Tanks & Pumps Ltd
01604 843359
admin@idealtanksandpumps.co.uk
Supply, maintenance & installation of tanks,
pipes. Tank cleaning & decommissioning

Merridale Ltd
01902 870037
www.merridale.co.uk
Fuel management systems for commercial
diesel supplies

Industrial Services
01334 838793
www.fuelworking.co.uk
Fuel equipment supply service & maintenance

Merkland Tank
0141 440 6130
www.merklandtank.co.uk
Storage Tank Cleaning and Maintenance
Services throughout the UK

Istobal UK Ltd
01299 826967
www.istobal.co.uk
Install, maintain & repair forecourt
valeting equipment
Jackaman Ins Services Ltd
01474 557427
www.jackamaninsurance.co.uk
Specialist insurance services to the
petroleum industry
James Blake & Co (Engineers) Ltd
0131 554 1646
www.blakegroup.co.uk
Storage tank manufacturers & steel
fabrications
J W Hinchliffe (Tanks) Ltd
0113 263 5163
www.jwhtanks.co.uk
Tank cleaning, removal and disposal services
Kidderminster Petroleum Services Ltd
01562 861636
www.kidderminsterpetroleumservices.com
Petrol forecourt Installation, maintenance
& service
LCM Environmental Ltd
01884 841387
www.lcmenvironmental.com
Tank care, environmental services,
decommissioning and remediation
Ledbury Welding &
Engineering Ltd
01531 632222
www.lweltd.co.uk
Bunded tank manufacturers,
SuperVault modular filling station

GripHero Ltd
01752 875640
www.griphero.com
Design, manufacture and supply dispensers
of disposable hand protection on forecourts

Lees Industrial Services Ltd
01508 471600
www.leesindustrialservices.co.uk
Decommissioning, BritFoam & fuel disposal

GT Forecourt Solutions Ltd
01268 780109
enquiries@gtforecourt.com
Forecourt maintenance, construction,
pipework installation

L.I.S (North Western) Ltd
01942 722244
www.lisgroup.co.uk
Tank cleaning, product transfer,
tank removal, interceptor cleaning

Nanovapor
07854 195162
www.nanovapor.com
Degassing fuel storage tanks
Northern Pump Distributors
01924 275318
www.npd.uk.com
Forecourt installations & associated services
North West Pumps Ltd
07535 483826
Repair & installation of fuel pumps,
POS and tank gauge equipment
Nupi Industrie Italien S.p.A
07736 751161
www.nupigeco.com
“Smartflex” complete multi-layer pipe system
OAMPS Hazardous Industries
01372 869700
www.ohes.co.uk
Specialist insurers for the petroleum industry
O’Connell Site Services
0151 546 9888
Tank installation, demolition,
decommissioning, pump calibration
Octane Holding Group
0113 201 2460
www.octane.uk.com
Pumps, tanks, environmental and
technical services
Oil Tank Supplies Ltd
01386 853409
www.oiltanksupplies.com
Fuel storage systems including hire and
industrial tanks
O.L.E UK Ltd
01243 267930
www.oleuk.com
Manufacturers of tank gauges, pump
controllers, alarms probes and monitors
Continued on page 54
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On The Level
0780 0731489
www.ontheleveluk.co.uk
Installation & service of tank gauges, DCDs
and associated equipment
OPW
01756 799773
www.opwglobal.com
Manhole covers, underground enclosures,
tank & dispenser sumps
Orbis Tech Ltd
023 8022 7645
www.orbistech.com
Fuel retail software solutions; point of sale,
back-office and head-office
Panks Engineers (Castle Hill) Ltd
01603 620294
www.panks.co.uk
Water specialists, dirty water, bore hole
drilling, treatment and installations
Pennine Pump & Tank Company
01254 679099
www.penninepump.co.uk
Pumps, fuel management systems, tank,
pipe and electrical testing
Petroassist
0131 440 5810
www.petroassist.uk
Fuel dispensers and forecourt technologies
Petrol Sign UK Ltd
01302 346968
www.petrol-signuk.com
Supply & install brand signage, sister
company to Global MSI
Petrotec
01442 219733
www.petrotec.uk
Distribution of fuel dispensers, car wash
equipment, fleet management systems
PFS fueltec
01376 535260
www.pfsfueltec.com
Specialist suppliers of fuel equipment to
contractors owners/operators
Power Post Ltd
0800 085 6746
Petrol pump services and suppliers
Prime Fuelling Systems Ltd
01492 622664
www.primefuelling.com
Supply installation and maintenance of
forecourt equipment
Protego UK Ltd
01543 420660
www.protego.com
Safety valves and tank accessories
Pumptronics Ltd
01692 500640
www.pumptronics.co.uk
Design & manufacture of forecourt and
commercial fuel pumps
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Pumpwatch Ltd
00353 458 92155
www.pumpwatch.ie
Carbon fibre test measures for checking
the accuracy of fuel dispensers
Risbridger
0845 644 2323
www.risbridger.com
Forecourt products to protect the
environment and make forecourts safer
R M Pumps (Cumbria) Ltd
01768 892444
Forecourt maintenance, installation,
decommissioning & servicing
Safefill
01782 414526
www.safefill.co.uk
Suppliers of refillable LPG cylinders
Scotia Forecourt Services Ltd
01382 828576
www.scotiaforecourt.com
Manufacturing, refurbishing, and servicing
forecourt valeting equipment
SDM Fuel Solutions
023 8063 4746
www.sdm-fuelsolutions.com
Engineering services, fuel sampling,
cleaning, uplifts, emergency response

TLM Technologies
0845 180 0242
www.tlmtechnologies.co.uk
Critical support services, EPOS &
technology solutions
Toureen Contractors Ltd
0208 424 7999
www.toureenmangan.co.uk
Specialist industrial & petroleum
groundwork services

The annual PEIMF event

Transflo Instruments Ltd
0844 257 8181
www.transflo.co.uk
Fleet fuel management systems,
including pumps, gauges and software

The old joke goes “I went on
this once-in-a-lifetime holiday –
never again!”

TSG
01382 361300
www.tsg-solutions.com/uk
Tokheim equipment, Karcher valeting,
EV charge stations
The Triscan Group
0845 225 3100
www.triscansystems.com
Onsite commercial fuel management
solutions, including tanks, pumps,
gauges & software

South Midland Installation Ltd
01296 422039
www.smiltd.com
Design & build tank and pipe installations,
pipelines, decommissioning

United Pipework Services Ltd
01922 722737
www.united-pipework-specialists.co.uk
Forecourt construction & pipework services

STA Technical Ltd
0203 004 9326
www.statechnical.com
Bespoke engineering specialists for the
forecourt industry

Vectec Ltd
01296 624548
www.vectec.co.uk
Diesel fuel dispensing, storage & management

Suresite Group Ltd
01772 790901
www.suresite.co.uk
Providing health and safety (risk
assessments and compliance audits) card
processing, training & wetstock services
T.P.I (Ireland) Ltd
0771 5207168
www.tpi-ni.co.uk
Pump & tank installations, tank / pipeline
testing, decommissioning and maintenance
Tankcare Ltd
01386 842891
www.fuelquality.co.uk
Fuel quality sampling and testing specialists

Wales & West Services
01446 736900
www.wales-and-west.co.uk
Supply, installation, maintenance of fuel
dispensing equipment. Contract service work

So, we found ourselves in the same boat.
Following our 25th anniversary celebration
in 2018, how could we possibly emulate it?
After much head scratching and naval
contemplating, we came to the conclusion
“If it ain’t broke – don’t fix it!”
Everyone had such a fun karting
afternoon last autumn, followed by a
great dinner and excellent educational
meeting; we’ve decided to do it all again.
The AGM on Thursday morning concludes
the administrative business for the year
and establishes our management
committee for the next twelve months.
After another networking break,
we introduce technical presentations
from our guest speakers.

The Petrol Tank Company Ltd
01283 820213
www.thepetroltankcompany.co.uk
Manufacture small above ground petrol tanks

Yara UK Ltd
01472 889250
www.yara.co.uk
Suppliers of the Air1 AdBlue Solutions

No longer PEIMF members

The following organisation has now
ceased to be a member of the PEIMF:
Pump & Tank Services.

Wednesday 27th November
Karting in the afternoon
‘The PEIMF Challenge’
with 10 sponsored teams
followed by;
FREE PEIMF members’ dinner

Thursday 28th November
9.30

Annual General Meeting

11.00	‘Working Together’ meeting:
Including educational
presentations and member
networking.

Westfield Services (UK) Ltd
01924 477324
www.westfieldservicesuk.com
Contractors for pumps, pipework, electrical
and building work
Worcester Petroleum Services Ltd
01905 620053
Forecourt, commercial, marine, petroleum
installations and servicing

The Premier Group of Companies
01442 872296
www.premiergroup.org.uk
Supply installation & maintenance of fuel
storage and dispensing equipment

BUT... following last year’s
amazingly successful couple
of days, we are returning to
The Holiday Inn, South Normanton
(Derbyshire Hotel) (M1 Jct. 28).

Western Global Ltd
01454 227277
www.western-global.com
Manufacturers of static and transportable
above ground storage tanks

Tanks & Pipework Ltd
01474 855587
www.fassuk.com
Tank / interceptor cleaning, inspection,
relining. Fuel polishing, uplifts, transfers

Nov 27th -28th 2019

13.00

The 2019 PEIMF
Challenge

Lunch

To come along;
contact
David Honeyman
on: 01474 321999
or david@peimf.com
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